
 September Affiliate Newsletter

Hi,

The weather may be turning cooler but things sure are heating up at
Vistagaming Affiliates! Yes, there's no better time to shower your players with
our amazing September giveaways and season specials – and skyrocket your
income.

Itching to know all about the high-octane thrills lined up? Then let's get the
show on the road!

 Casino News

We've got NEWs! 

Vegas Crest Casino and CyberSpins now have more games than ever with
the addition of KA Gaming's new exciting range of games! Over 165 amazing
KA Games are live in our casinos, ready to mesmerize your players.

There something special for bingo fans too! Our popular Free World Bingo
Room is now open in all our casino brands. As the name implies, in this bingo
room the players can play multi-part and guaranteed games for FREE and win
real CASH! Sweet.

In another grand development, Vegas Crest Casino now sports a spanking all-
new look. Cheers to that! 

Now, about the September goodies. The casino party starts with loads of spin-
tastic reel action in the Sporty Slots Tourney and Oriental Slots Tourney.
Players will then be thronging to those heart-thumping $1,000 Blackjack
Tournaments - running every weekend in September. 

And there's more juicy stuff. Plenty of match bonuses and extra spins are on
offer when players make qualifying deposits. What's not to love?

Vegas Crest Casino

New players will start their adventure at Vegas Crest Casino with a big bang.
A 100 Free Signup Spins on our top hot game Mr. Macau is all for the
taking. The game's glamorous setting and feature-rich gameplay, such as the
Stick and re-spin and Wild Boost features, have made Mr. Macau's a favorite
with the players.

Players are in for more adrenaline-pumping action when they pick Vegas
Crest Casino's 1st deposit offer of 200% Bonus and 50 Free Spins… yes
please!

Vegas Crest Casino Brasil is offering a cocktail of amazing offers to get the
Brasilian casino and bingo party going.

The R$25 Free Bingo Bonus + 50 Free Spins on Jungle Stripes new-player
offer is buzzing, amigo! Get this on-request offer by touching base with our
marketing team today. 

Did someone say exclusive? Yes, we have more exclusive, by-request offers
lined up for your Brasilian traffic. Just ask!

If you have a thing for Bingo, then pushing our hand-picked offers in Brasil can
take your traffic (and profits!) to the next level. 

CyberSpins Casino

Ho-ho-hot reel action at CyberSpins starts with a rewarding trip to a
dinosaurs-friendly volcanic island. Players will be thrilled playing with 50 Sign
up Free Spins on Betsoft's Lava Gold game. And the game's Winning
Clusters, Free Spins and Multipliers will make sure that the wins come thick
and fast.

CyberSpins continues to reward new players with another thriller, the
Summer Special Bonanza of 5x 100% Bonus + 100 Free Spins. WOW! 

 Bingo News

Our bingo brands keep the gaming action new, exciting, and bursting with
great bingo offers that are brimming with cash, bonuses, and exciting
tournaments. 

We've got some of the greatest bingo events with the biggest prizes on offer
this month. 

Players can win big every Monday playing the $10,000 Coverall Afternoon
Bingo Specials. The weekly Bingo Academy Tourney offers thrilling bingo
action and a top cash-prize reward of $1,500. And, we can't wait to announce
our ever-popular $13,000 Big Bingo Event that sports a $10,000 guaranteed
game. It's an amazing bingo party that your players can't afford to miss!

And, here's some exciting news from our bingo brands. KA Gaming's
amazing collection of slot games make their debut in our bingo sites this
month. These feature-rich games accept players worldwide, including USA
players. Game is on! 

CyberBingo invites your players to play with 100 Free Signup Spins on
Jungle Stripes, the latest Betsoft game with exciting features such as wilds,
scatters and free spins. Add $10 free bingo bucks to the offer and your
players are in for a wild ride.

And there's more! Players can still grab CyberBingo's limited time 5x 500%
First Deposit Bonus offer that's valid for ALL games. Fantastic, isn't it? 

*Exclusive offers for BingoFest and BingoSpirit are also available on
request.

Ready to earn crazy-big commissions? Join hands with Vistagaming Affiliates
team and get your fantastic welcome offer, marketing material and exclusive
tracking links.

Send us an email and let us know if you will like to promote our monthly press
releases.
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